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Abstract
Node failure in the Wireless Sensor Networks (WSN) topology may lead to economic loss, 
endanger people, and cause environmental damage. Node reliability can be achieved by 
adequately managing network topology using structural approaches, where the critical 
nodes are precisely detected and protected. This paper addresses the problem of critical 
node detection and presents two-phase algorithms (ABCND). Phase-I, a 2D Critical Node 
(C-N) detection algorithm, is proposed, which uses only the neighbor’s Received Sig-
nal Strength Indicator (RSSI) information. In Phase II, a correlation-based reliable RSSI 
approach is proposed to increase the node resilience against the adversary. The proposed 
algorithms (ABCND) require O(log(N)) time for convergence and O(�( logN)) for Critical 
Node detection, N represents the number of IoT devices, and � is the cost required to for-
ward the message. We compare our algorithm (ABCND) with the current state-of-the-art 
on C-N detection algorithms. The simulation result shows that the proposed ABCND algo-
rithm consumes 50% less energy to detect C-N with 90% to 95% accurate Critical Nodes 
(C-N).

Keywords Critical Node Detection · Reliability · Industrial Wireless Sensor 
Networks(IWSN) · Energy

1 Introduction

According to the Compound Annual Growth Rate (CAGR), industries are estimated to 
grow by 9.9% every year even after covid-19 impact [4]. In recent years WSN and IoT-
based industrial equipment have been frequently used in the Industry, and it is anticipated 
to increase by 5 to 6 times in five years [1]. WSN and IoT improve process control and 
monitoring applications [2], [5] in production. The recent growth of WSN and IoT in 
Industry is due to the new protocol standards( 802.15.4/Zigbee standards [6, 7]), power 
efficiency [11], small size [8], and embedded computing capability [9]. Another reason for 
the growth of WSNs is the adaptability and reliability of protocols and standards for most 
industrial uses and the easy automation process [10].
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Industrial applications typically rate reliability, fault tolerance, and security at the top 
of the list while adopting any IWSN-based solutions. Industrial Wireless Sensor Net-
works (IWSN) based solution faces various challenges such as real-time data commu-
nication [15], robustness [16], energy [11], reliability [12], and fault tolerance [13] due 
to the inherent limitations of WSN. The modus operandi of IWSN is that the sensors 
collect data from the indoor or outdoor environment and deliver it to a central/sink or 
controller for processing, decision-making, and control [14]. Nowadays, IWSN-based 
solutions use IoT-based communications [17] [18] and IEEE standards algorithms ( 
RFC 6550:RPL-based Industrial Networks [19]) for communication and Internet con-
nectivity. However, due to the scalability, random deployment of sensor nodes, multi-
hop communication [20], and limited battery lifetime [21] can hinder data communica-
tions. A trivial way to overcome this problem is to deploy a centralized node within the 
network topology of ISWN. The centralized node performs various computation tasks 
on collected data for various operation management [22]. Compared to other nodes, the 
central node’s failure is more likely to impact the reliability and capability of networks. 
The maintenance of such nodes is costly, and resurrection from failure or downtime 
requires lots of message exchange between the nodes, which impacts the energy-resil-
ient industrial applications. The limitations of a centralized-based (IWSN) network [23] 
are 1. Low power and Lossy Networks (LLN) of IWSN and continuous participation of 
individual nodes in the data collection and message dissemination. In a large network 
(e.g., agriculture industries [2, 3]), there is the chance of message congestion [24] and 
latency [25], as all the nodes participate in the data transmission. 2. In large networks, 
a failure of particular nodes could impact an asymmetrically high number of different 
sensor nodes’ connectivity, affecting data availability. Critical Node (C-N) failures [26] 
may disconnect all paths between the sink and other sensor nodes. It is costly to main-
tain the nodes for the networks’ robustness frequently. However, if the critical node 
(important nodes) is detected, it may reduce the cost of maintenance. Detection of a 
Critical node (C-N) is crucial for the networks as it helps discover the unknown geom-
etry and topology of an IWSN, which provides salient information for underlaying its 
environment and the efficient operation of networks. If a particular critical node stops 
working, many nodes may be separated from the network.

The reported work on critical node detection [37, 38, 41] proposes an algorithm for 
critical node detections. However, they are limited to only cut-vertex (articulation vertex 
detection). A Cut vertex [28] are nodes or link whose removal can split the graph into two 
(or more) separate components. Figure 1 shows the cut vertices (node 5 or node 7), where 
removing them splits the network into two parts, BC1 and BC2, so 5 and 6 are cut vertices. 
The algorithm mostly uses breadth-first search (BFS) and works in forward and backward 
steps to detect the bridge in the network. TheABIDE requires the O(�N) of the incoming 
message and O(�Dlog2(N)) of the number of bytes sent are transmitted during communica-
tions. Partition detection and recovery algorithms (PADRA) and (PADRA+) [27] use the 
Connected Dominant Set (CDS) (C) for Cut vertex(C-V ) detection. However, the algo-
rithm does not guarantee the retrieval of every C-V in the network. The algorithm depends 
on two rules a) Uncritical nodes and b) Dominator nodes with the degree of 1 as C-V.

The algorithms, CDSCUT +, and E-CDSCUT  [43] also depend upon the con-
nected dominating set(CDS) and require broadcast (deptu + 1) for critical node detec-
tion. Mostly the critical node (C-N) selection algorithms focused only on detecting the 
articulation points. However, Industrial places like nuclear thermal plants, oil fields, 
refineries, and coal mines require detecting boundary nodes (B-N) [30, 39, 40], since 
the peripheral node is vital in surveillance and perimeter activity detection. So the 
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limitation of cut-vertex is that they only consider the network topology from the inside 
and cannot work correctly for any activity occurring at the periphery of networks.

None of the papers specifically address the critical node detection problem, either 
focused on boundary node detection or cut vertex detection. However, one of the naive 
approaches could be to use the existing Cut-Vertex C-V algorithms like [29] and com-
bine it with Boundary Node (B-N) detection algorithms [30] for critical node C-N 
detection. The drawback of using two different algorithms for Critical node detection 
is increased computation and communication costs. Industrial Wireless Sensor Net-
works (IWSN) are Low power and Lousy Networks (LLN). Hence it will increase the 
overhead on energy and buffer size for individual nodes [17] [18]. If the nodes have 
mobility [31] and churn rate [32], it becomes difficult to implement two different algo-
rithms in the IWSN environment. So, instead of finding a critical node using a sepa-
rate algorithm. This paper proposes a distributed algorithm “Angle Based Critical Node 
Detection for C-N Detection (ABCND). The proposed ABCND algorithm includes both 
the Cut Vertex (C-V) detection [29]) and Boundary Nodes (B-N) detection [30]using 
only 1 hop information. The significant contributions of this paper are as follows: 1) A 
hybrid approach for C-N detection is proposed for 2D, which can be extended for 3D 
IWSN topology. The C-N detection algorithm is free from any costly hardware, graph 
embedding, graph planarization, and known initial anchors (or bootstrap nodes) for the 
algorithm’s initialization. 2) To ensure the coverage and reliability of the critical node, 
a correlation-based approach is proposed 3) The proposed algorithm is implemented 
over the RPL protocol to suit the IoT-based IWSN. The strength of this work is that it 
is practical as it requires only RSSI information. It is distributed in nature, so no global 
information is required.

The algorithm detects the reliable C-N in less energy with reduced false positivity. 
The complexity of ABCND algorithm is the time complexity of O(log(N)) and computa-
tion cost of O(�(logN)) , N represents the number of nodes in networks, and � is the total 
number of the messages.

The paper is organized as follows. Sect.  2 briefly summarizes the related work. 
Sect.  3 presents the system model and problem formulation. The proposed algorithm 

Fig. 1  Set N
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(ABCND algorithms) is discussed in Sect. 4. Section 5 presents the result and perfor-
mance evaluation of our proposed algorithm. Finally, Sect. 6 concludes the work with 
future work.

2  Related Work

None of the reported works simultaneously considers the boundary nodes and cut vertex 
as a critical node detection problem. Because of the above limitations, the related work 
section is divided into two subsections. a) Cut-Vertex C-V detection and b) Boundary node 
detection for C-N detection. Cut-Vertex detection ( aka articulation vertex, often referred 
to in the literature as the cut vertex) [33]. Cut-Vertex is those nodes node or link that dis-
connects the graph into two (or more) separate components if removed (Fig. 1 Node(7,5) 
and edge(7,5)). The network is always at risk of being split into several separate compo-
nents due to node failure (existence of articulation points in the networks) or topology 
change(mobility of nodes).

The algorithm in Ancestral Knowledge-Based Bridge Detection Algorithm ABIDE 
[37] proposes an ancestral knowledge-based bridge detection algorithm (articulation 
vertex detection-based approaches ). The algorithm uses Breadth-First Search (BFS), 
which requires forward and backward steps. The forward step creates spanning BFS by 
the broadcasting packet to all the nodes. In the backward step, bridges are detected by 
converging backward casting messages to the sink nodes and terminates. ABIDE only 
detects the bridge in the network. It works on broadcasting and requires O(�N) message 
and O(�D log2(N)) transmitted byte. Partition detection and recovery algorithm (PADRA) 
and (PADRA+) [27] uses a connected dominating set to detect Cut-Vertex. The working 
of the algorithm depends on two CDS rules i) ordinary nodes are noncritical, and b) the 
dominator with degree 1 is a critical node. Connected Dominating Set-based Cut detec-
tion CDSCUT + and its extended version E-CDSCUT  [29] proposes an approach to detect 
the cut vertex detection in the network. The approaches also use the connected dominat-
ing set(CDS), and Depth First Search(DFS) approaches to determine the cut vertex. CDS, 
in itself, is an NP-hard problem. The limitation of this work is that Nodes cannot change 
their location, the dominating set is in prior known by the neighbor nodes, and ECDSCUT 
depends on broadcast (deptu + 1) . The computational complexity of the algorithm is O(�2) . 
Message complexity is O(clog2n) where � is the maximum node degree, c is the critical 
node count, and n is the node count.

Boundary node detection is essential to be discovered the network’s topology. The 
boundary node helps monitor the topological perimeters of strategic and sensitive sites 
like nuclear sites, oil fields, coal mines, agriculture, and other large industrial sites. None 
of the existing works address the cut-vertex detections in 3-dimensional topology. How-
ever, some seminal work on boundary detection (B-N) is used to detect the critical nodes 
in WSN. Boundary detection (B-N) algorithm can be classified as a) a connectivity-based 
approach and b) Geometric based approach. The connectivity-based approach considers 
the known topological information (connectivity between neighbors), flooding, and broad-
casting for B-N detections. The Least Polar-Angle Connected Node Algorithm (D-LPCN) 
[44] requires high energy consumption due to extra hardware. Paper [34] identifies the 3D 
B-N using connectivity, neighbor information, and frequent flooding. CABET considers the 
B-N nodes with fewer neighbors than their internal counterparts. The algorithm CABET 
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assumes that network nodes are evenly distributed. If the nodes are deployed randomly, 
then CABET encounters false positivity.

In [35], constructs a 3D Voronoi mesh in the form of a tetrahedral structure to detect the 
B-N in the 3D sensor network. The algorithm is distributed and does not rely on any spe-
cific communication model. The limitation of [35] is that it requires pre-known landmarks 
information and frequent use of shortest-path computations. The algorithm involves com-
plicated probing procedures to infer the boundary information and takes O(N) messages to 
compute the 3D B-N. Paper [34] uses the feature extraction techniques with 2D embedding 
[35] and distance information. In 2D embedding, it converts the 3D graph into 2D planer 
graph. Algorithm surfing on 3D surfaces SURF [42] constructs isocontour, Reeb graph, 
and maximum cut-set to divide the 3D network into different regions, then the connectivity-
based algorithm is used to detect B-N. Node connectivity is used in BLOW-UP [36] to 
build a unit tetrahedron cell in the network. If any node lies in any tetrahedron cells, it is 
considered B-N. The limitation of [42] and [36] is the real-world implementation, which 
assumes a reliable network.

The geometrical approach requires the nodes to have an exact position or distance 
between nodes. In work, [45], the embedding of a 3D graph is projected on the 2D surface. 
The approach misinterprets nodes as a B-N due to projection, so it uses the Isolated Frag-
ment Filtering (IFF) to remove false positives. The limitation of paper [45] is its assump-
tion that nodes have prior global information about coordinates (by creating a localized 
coordinate system) and embedding a 3D network on the 2D plane. In Localized boundary 
detection and parametrization (LBDP) algorithm [46] a convex-hull based algorithm [47] 
is proposed for 3D B-N detection. Both [46] and [47] have constraint-like nodes equipped 
with GPS and known residual energy of other nodes. LBDP ignores the coverage and con-
nectivity of boundary regions, which is essential for any Industrial based monitoring sys-
tem. Chao, et al. in [48] proposed a Virtual Force based Energy Hole Mitigation strategy 
(VFEM) to detect holes (boundary of nodes form due to void or space) within the net-
works. VFEM divides the network into several annuluses with the same width. A “virtual 
gravity generated by annulus” algorithm is proposed to optimize the positions of nodes in 
each annulus. The limitation of [48] is it requires the uniform distribution of nodes and 
known euclidean distance between the nodes.

The major limitations of the current reported work are: None of the critical node detec-
tion algorithms includes cut-vertex and Boundary node detection at the same time. Seminal 
works have been done in critical node detection for 3D topology. Most of the work has 
limitations like embedding of 3D to 2D, some hardware dependencies like GPS, known 
global coordinates, anchor node(Landmarks) requirement, and bootstrap. These dependen-
cies make it impractical to be used directly in the IWSN.

3  System Model and Assumption

We assume that the nodes in IWSN are dynamic (mobile) and randomly placed in 2D 
area ∈ R

2 . Nodes and devices in the IWSNs have the same communication range, stor-
age space, processing speed, and battery life. The nodes in the network can be repre-
sented by the connected graph G= (V, E), where vertices V = {v1, v2, ..., vn} ∈ R2 repre-
sents the IWSN device and E represents edges. Edges between the nodes vi,vj are 
represented as Evi,vj

 : dis(vi, vj) ⩽ Rc (communication range) where dis(vi, vj) is the eucle-
dian distance between the nodes/devices vi and vj . Without the loss of generality, it 
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assumed that sensing range Rs , and communication range Rc have the same spherical 
range.However, the communication range Rc follows the Quasi unit disc Graph. Let the 
graph G consist of a set of nodes V in 3D Teritrian plane ℜ3 with d ∈ [0, 1] [49]. Two 
nodes (u,v) are considered as connected if and only if the distance between them is less 
than or equal to d(i.e., Ev,u ⟺ dis(u,v) ≤ d).If the range is between 1 and d, then the 
connectivity between the node is unknown. If the range is greater than 1, there is no 
connectivity between the nodes. The range d is distance until the signal is robust to 
both the IWSN devices u and v. A QUDG is equivalent to a unit disc graph (UDG) 
when the value of d= 1. In the context of QUDG, we assume that the range ′d′ is inde-
pendent of the number of nodes. We also assume that the value of d is the same for all 
the nodes but not equal to 1. Some nodes may not be in communication range of each 
other, so some may receive the signal, and some may not. We also consider the prob-
lem of the hidden terminal problem hidden terminal problems, signal blocks due to 
walls, etc.

The set of neighbors of sensor node vi is defined as Nbr(vi) . It is assumed that the 
node does not have location information such as GPS coordinates and location. The 
network does not have a bootstrap or anchor node. Each IWSN unit is equipped with 
advanced sensors that collect information from the Industrial environment. At the data 
link layer, IWSN devices are configured with IEEE 802.15.4 communication [51], 
which uses an omnidirectional antenna. An omnidirectional antenna does not form a 
clear-cut disc. So quasi unit disc communication model for our system is assumed. Our 
proposed algorithm (ABCND) requires the distance between the 1-hop neighbor, so the 
cheaper and readily available distance metric, RSSI [52] ( Pr = Pt x ( 1

d
)n ) is considered. 

The definitions of B-N, C-N and C-V used throughout the paper are as follows:
Boundary node (B-N): A device in IWSN is called a Boundary node ( B-N) ⟺ it 

does not lies inside the triangle (for 2D networks) and tetrahedron() volume formed by 
the at least four nodes(for 3D networks) [50]).

The boundary nodes (B-N) can be defined as a set of nodes that lies at the perimeter 
and follows the following properties: a)A node ′E′ is a boundary node if its degree is 
less than 2 ( ∀v ∈B−N⟹deg(E)≤ 2 ). b) a node ’E’ is a boundary node iff its degree 
deg’E’ ≤ 3 and neighbor of ’E’ are noncolinear points A, B, C ∈ V such that a, b, c ∈ 
neighbor of (E) and c) the nodes A, B, C form a triangle that encloses the node E(∀E ∈

B−N⟺deg(E)≤ 3 ∧ neighborofE noncollinear, illustrated in Fig. 3a ).
Cut Vertex(C-V): Cut-vertex is those devices in networks whose removal can dis-

connect the networks. C-V can also be defined as a vertex whose removal from the 
graph can create more than 1 component of the graph.

Critical Node (C-N): It is defined as the union of set Boundary nodes and Cut Ver-
tex [C-N=B-N ∪ C-V]or Node ’v’ is C-N if ∃ ’v’ ∈ B-N ∨ ’v’ ∈ C − V .

The nodes apart from Critical nodes are Interior Node (I-N). Interior Node (I-N) 
are formed when at least three nodes enclose the node. Node E is considered as I-N 
such that set {A,B,C,E} ∈ V and A, B, C ∈ Nbr(E). Set {A,B,C} forms a triangle that 
encloses the node E (illustrated in Figs. 2a and 3b). We define Interior Node criteria 
as being enclosed in a triangle formed by three nodes in its neighborhood ( ∀ E ∈ I-N 
⟹ ∃A,B,C | A, B, C ∈ Nbr(E) ∧ A, B, C forms triangle inclose E or ¬ B-N=I-N, as 
illustrated in Fig. 2b). Throughout the paper, we considered the interior node as those 
nodes which are not a boundary node (B-N)(e.g., ’E’ is an internal node (I-N) as illus-
trated in Fig. 2) [50].
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3.1  Contribution

This work proposes a lightweight RSSI-based distributed technique for Critical Node detec-
tion. The proposed algorithm uses only 1-hop neighbor information. The salient feature of our 
work is as follows:

– The proposed approach is distributed in nature and depends only on single-hop informa-
tion. The proposed algorithm is not limited to the detection of Critical- Node. However, it 
can identify Boundary Nodes and Cut-Vertex in IWSN as per the need and requirements of 
the industry.

– The algorithm uses two different approaches. The first approach is for the 2D topology, 
which can be extended to the 3D topology. The second approach addresses the reliabil-
ity and accuracy of C-N. It uses the key ( K

ℵ
 ) and correlation function(𝜌

ℵ
 [i], and 𝜌(ℵ) ) 

between the nodes and angular property (cosine) to ensure accuracy.
– The proposed algorithm is independent of high-level protocol and uses only network layer 

( with RPL) and data link layer(RSSI) information. RSSI is prone to noise, so the algo-
rithm uses the angular property(cosine theorem) to reduce the false positivity.

Fig. 2  Node E as boundary node 
(a) and interior node (b) in 2D

Fig. 3  Node E as boundary node 
(a) and interior node (b) in 3D
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4  Angle Based Critical Node Selection Algorithm (ABCND)

This section presents the modus operandi of the proposed algorithm for critical node 
selection in 2D and 3D scenarios [50]. We have assumed that the nodes can detect 
the distance information using the RSSI value. Assume a smaller subgraph S of four 
{A,B,C,E} non-collinear nodes with complete connectivity (as illustrated in Fig.  2). 
Suppose a node E wants to test whether it is a critical node (C-N) or an Interior Node(I-
N). If node E lies inside the triangle, it is an Interior Node; otherwise, it is a critical 
node. The stated Lemma 1 derives the relation to find the interior and critical nodes. 
Computation of relation is done using the inverse cosine formula and the property of 
inscribing a center point in a triangle between the edges.

Given a triangle △ ABC, if the distance between the edges is known, then the angle 
formed between any two edges AB and BC ( ∠ABC ) can be computed (using inverse 
cosine formula) as:

cos−1
(

d((A,B))2+d((B,C))2−d((A,C))2

2d((A,B))d((B,C))

)

 where d denotes the distance between any two 
neighbours.

Lemma 1 A Node ’E’ is defined as the Interior Node I-N if it satisfies any of the given six 
relationships. 

1. ∡ EAC > ∡BAC cos−1
(

(d((E,A))2+d((C,A))2−d((E,C))

2d((E,A))d((C,A))

)

  > cos−1
(

d((B,A))2+d((C,A))2−d((C,B))2

2d((B,A))+d((C,A))

)

 Similarly,
2. ∡ EAC > ∡ BAC
3. ∡ EBA > ∡ ABC
4. ∡ ECA > ∡ ACB
5. ∡ ECB > ∡ ACB
6. ∡ EBC > ∡ ABC

else it is a Critical-Node (C-N).
Proof Using Angle Addition Postulate: Angle Addition Postulate states that if a point ′E′ 
lies in the interior of triangle ABC, then the ∡ECA + ∡ ECB = ∡BCA ( Fig. 2a) and if the 
point ′E′ lies outside the triangle then ∡ECA + ∡ ECB > ∡BCA . Hence, node ′E′ is an Inte-
rior Node node according to the definition 1(if all the six relations satisfy).   ◻

Lemma 2 A node ′E′ is said to be Interior Node(Not C-N) if it lies inside the triangle form 
by any three nodes (inside △ ABC), Fig. 2a.

Proof Suppose node ′E′ is not an Inter//ior Node. Interior Node ( ′E′ ) lies inside the triangle 
form by any three nodes △ ABC. The angle formed by node ′E′ with other vertex ′A′,′B′

,′C′ satisfy Lemma 1 hence ′E′ is an interior node (I-N) (proof by contradiction).   ◻

Lemma 3 Minimum node required to make a node ’v’ a boundary node(B-N) in QUDG: if 
deg(v) ≤ 6 and separated by an angle ∡60o or they are within the distance d.
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Proof Consider a Graph [as illustrated in Fig (3a)], the minimum neighbor required to 6 if 
the distance of communication is within |d| distance and separated by ∡60o [Direct Proof].  
 ◻

Lemma 4 Not all boundary nodes (B-N) are Cut-Vertex (C-V) 
[ ∃ ’v’ ∈ ¬B-N ⇒ ’v’ ∈ C-V]].

Proof Let node ′v′ belong to the connected component C1 of graph G. Grow a maximal 
path P starting from ′v′ . Since deg(v) = 1(definition 1), vertex v is one of the two ends, so 
by maximal path, theorem C1 -v is connected [53]. Thus ’v’ is a boundary node (B-N) but 
not a Cut-Vertex(C-V).   ◻

Lemma 5 All Cut-Vertex (C-V) are boundary nodes (B-N) [ ∀ v ∈ C-V ⇔ v ∈ C-N].

Proof Suppose deg(v) ≤ 2 but v is not a Cut-Vertex. Let bridge ′e′ of distance ||d|| joining 
′v′ to neighbour ′u′ and let C1 and C2 be connected component of G that consist of ′v′ and 
′u′ . Since deg(v) ≤ 2, let ′v′ be adjecent to node � and � different from ′v′ and ′u′ (as illus-
trated in Fig (2a)). Using leema 3 if the deg(v) ≤ 5 and seperated by disance > d then node 
is boundary node. In C1 u is connected to � via ′v′ . This says that the �,�,’v’ and ’u’ are in 
same component C1 . As assumed nodee ’v’ is not a cot vertex of G, so it is not a Cut-Vertex 
of C1 [ C1 -v] is connected. So all cut vertex in C1 - ′v′ are connected in same component 
hence u is also connected in C1 -v to � and � via some path [contradict our intial assump-
tion]. Since ′v′ is a cut vertex hence it is a boundary nodes (B-N).   ◻

4.1  Description of the Algorithm

The proposed algorithm is distributed in nature and uses the DODAG information 
request(DIS), the object of information of the DAG (DIO), and the object of update to the 
destination (DAO) of RPL protocol [19] for message communication. Each node creates 
a neighbor list ( NbrN(ℵi) ) table where ℵi is any node. The ( NbrN(ℵi) ) table contains the 
Node IP and distance between itself and the neighbor. It uses the RSSI value to determine 
the distance. The limitation of RSSI is its accuracy, as it is influenced by environmental 
noise, which affects the measured distance. The inaccuracy can lead to node failure(as a 
node can block or due to energy depletion). The accuracy of RSSI is maintained by includ-
ing the angular property. The reliability is achieved by using the key ( K

ℵ
 ), correlation ( 𝜌

ℵ
 

[i], and 𝜌(ℵ) ) are explored between any two nodes. The proposed algorithm works in two 
phases; phase-I: algorithm-1, a distributed algorithm for self B-N detection, is proposed. 
In phase II: a centralized algorithm is proposed to reduce the impact of RSSI error and 
unreliability.

The proposed algorithm is distributed in nature and uses the following header of RPL 
protocol for message dissemination a) DODAG information request(DIS), b) object of 
information of the DAG (DIO), and c) object of the update to the destination (DAO) 
[19]. Each node creates a neighbor list ( NbrN(ℵi) ) table where ℵi is any node. The 
( NbrN(ℵi) ) table contains the Node IP and distance between itself and the neighbor. It 
uses the RSSI value to determine the distance. The limitation of RSSI is its accuracy, as 
it is influenced by environmental noise, which affects the measured distance. The inac-
curacy can lead to node failure(as a node can block or due to energy depletion). The 
accuracy of RSSI is maintained by including the angular property. The reliability is 
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achieved by using the key ( K
ℵ
 ), correlation ( 𝜌

ℵ
 [i], and 𝜌(ℵ) ) are explored between any 

two nodes. The proposed algorithm works in two phases; phase-I: a distributed algo-
rithm for self B-N detection, is proposed. In phase II: a centralized algorithm is pro-
posed to reduce the impact of RSSI error and unreliability. The node ℵ calculates signal 
strength using equation Pr = - 10 log �

2

(4�)2dis2
 of neighbour where dis← eucledian distance 

between devices and � is the wavelength. Every device creates a 2D dataset NbrN(ℵ) 
contains the data: “node id” along with its “distance” (computed using RSSI), and a key 
K
ℵ
 (each node has a key K

ℵ
 which is also stored at the sink node). A node periodically 

updates its NbrN(ℵ) list and shares it with all its neighbors for the periodic update. 
Computed distance dis(ℵi) is then quantized using RI

ℵ
 [i] = 1

8
 ∗ 8dis(ℵi)

1
 (quantization is 

done using 8 bit). After quantization, shared key K
ℵ
 is then XOR with RI

ℵ
 [i]. Now node 

ℵ will compute NbrN(ℵ) , a 2D data structure which is consist of neighbors nodes com-
puted after { NbrN(ℵ1) ∩ NbrN(ℵ2)...NbrN(ℵn) } where NbrN(ℵ1) to NbrN(ℵn) are neigh-
bour list of node ℵ . Once Nb(ℵ) is created, node ℵ compute the Lemma 4.1 for B-N 
detection. If ℵ computes true for Boundary then update boolen B-N to 1 and send the 
information [ RIIEN(ℵi),Time,B-N

ℵ
 ] to sink node for reliability detection.

Algorithm 2 is implemented at the sink. Sink nodes are capable of performing high 
computations. So once the sink node receives the MSG from the Step:13 of algorithm 1, 
it then starts the separates of RIEN(ℵi) and Time,B-N

ℵ
 from MSG. Sink node check for 

B-N
ℵ
 value, the reverse compute the RIIENℵ[i] using K

ℵ
 key will start if the B-N

ℵ
= 1 

and store in RI
ℵ
 [i]. Similarly, in reverse computation, all the neighbors of ℵ RIIENi[ℵ] 

decrypt it using key Ki ] and store it in corresponding RIi[ℵ] . Spearman correlation for 
𝜌
ℵ
 [i] is calculated using variables RI

ℵ
 [i],RIi[ℵ] . The 𝜌

ℵ
[i] is computed as cov(RIIℵ[i],RIi[ℵ])

𝜎RIIℵ [i]𝜎RIi [ℵ])

 
where covariance is represented by the cov, standard deviations � is the rank variables 
and i range from 1 to Nbr(ℵ ). Finally, sink computes 𝜌(ℵ) as 

∑NbrN(ℵ)

i=1
𝜌
ℵ
[i]+

∑NbrN(ℵ)

i=1
𝜌i[ℵ]

2NbrN(ℵ)
 , if 
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𝜌(ℵ) is high, i.e., between � and 1, then it means that node is reliable and can be consid-
ered as B-N. However, if the � is between � and -1 represents the low similarity, and the 
node ( ℵ ) can be considered to have an inaccurate RSSI value or an unreliable node. The 
parameter � varies according to the implementer or scenario.

4.2  Complexity Analysis

The complexity of the ABCND algorithm depends on the intersection of the neighbor list 
and 2D dataset, which is O(Nb(N

ℵ
) . Since the algorithm is using the 2D data set hence 

the complexity of the intersection will be O(N2) , and O(
(N)!

3!
) (Lemma-1). So the overall 

computation cost is O(N2)+O(
(N)!

3!
) = O(N3) . The message size of ABCND algorithm is 

O(NbrN(ℵ)) bits.

5  Performance Evaluation and Results

The performance evaluation section is divided into two subsections: The first subsection 
compares the proposed algorithm with the existing state-of-the-art (combining both C-V 
and B-N). In the second subsection, we have covered the impact of the proposed algorithm 
in a faulty network and IoT environment with RPL protocol [19].

5.1  Comparision of ABCND with B‑N and C‑V algorithms

Proposed algorithm Angle Based Critical Node Detection (ABCND) is compared with 
B-N (ABIDE [37]+D-LPCN [44], CDSCUT + [43]+D-LPCN [44]) and Cut-Vertex (C-V) 
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approaches. The 50-250 nodes with IWSN capability were deployed randomly in the net-
works. We have taken one sink node to analyze the environment and network parameters. 
We have implemented the simulation using Probabilistic Wireless Network Simulator 
(Prowler) running under MATLAB [54]. The nodes are deployed in an area of 1000x1000 
m2 , and nodes are increased gradually to analyze the density impact on send and received 
byte count and power consumption. Nodes in IWSN are configured with the TDMA chan-
nel with IEEE 802.15.4 MAC. The transmission range is considered 50 ms. The param-
eters used to evaluate and compare: a) sent byte counts and received byte counts, b) energy 
consumption, and c) the percentage of correctly detected critical nodes. The simulation is 
performed for the 20 iterations so that the standard deviation is smaller than the computed 
mean.

5.1.1  Sent and Received Byte Counts with an Increase in Nodes in Networks

The density of the networks is increased gradually from 50 to 250 nodes. The proposed 
algorithm (ABCND) is compared with the existing C-V and B-N algorithms (ABIDE [37] 
+ D-LPCN [44], CDSCUT  + [43] + D-LPCN [44]). The theoretical result shows that if 
the number of nodes increases, the number of the message will also increase. The result 
is illustrated in Fig. 4. The result indicates that our proposed algorithm(ABCND) produces 
50 % fewer number messages than the ABIDE+ D-LPCN and CDSCUT + +D-LPCN algo-
rithms. The number of messages in the ABCND algorithm drops because C-V and B-N are 
detected using a single approach. It can be concluded from the result that the number of 
sent-byte counts increases with the increase in node density. Hence, it is unsuitable for the 
low-power devices of IWSN as it increases the network overhead.

The result in Fig. 5 shows that as the nodes are increased in the network, the received 
byte count of all three algorithms increases gradually and linearly. However, there is a sig-
nificant fall in ABCND compared to other state-of-the-art algorithms because the ABIDE 
+ D-LPCN and CDSCUT  + D-LPCN execute two different algorithms for the C-N detec-
tion. The received message ( byte count) of our proposed algorithm (ABCND) is approxi-
mately .5 times better than the ABIDE + D-LPCN and 2 times better than the CDSCUT  + 
D-LPCN. The result confirms the validity of simulation results with the theoretical result 

Fig. 4  Comparision of sent byte count w.r.t increase in number of node in network
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where the complexity of the received byte is equivalent to Nbr(N))(O(5N log(N) + 2E) & 
O(138Nbr(N))).

5.1.2  Power Consumption with an Increase in Nodes in Networks

Power consumption is a crucial parameter to be observed in WSNs, especially when 
deployed in outdoor environments, e.g., agriculture. The comparison is made against pro-
posed ABCND and ABIDE+ D-LPCN and CDSCUT + D-LPCN algorithms. The resulting 
Fig. 6 shows that power consumption increases as the network node count for all the algo-
rithms increases. The result clearly shows that our ABCND algorithm requires almost 50% 
less energy than the ABIDE+ D-LPCN algorithm and three times lesser energy than the 
CDSCUT ++ D-LPCN algorithms. The proposed ABCND algorithms significantly improve 
over battery-powered and can maximize the network lifetime in higher density. The rea-
son for this improvement in ABCDN is the lesser message generation and algorithm-only 
dependence on one hop neighbor for RSSI value.

Fig. 5  Comparision of received byte count w.r.t increase in number of node in network

Fig. 6  Comparision of energy consumption w.r.t increase in number of node in network
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5.1.3  Percentage of Correctly Detected Critical Nodes with an Increase in Nodes 
in Networks

The result shown in Fig.  7 illustrates the effect of node density on the accurate, criti-
cal nodes(C-N) detection. Again, ABCND algorithm is compared with the ABIDE with 
D-LPCN and CDSCUT  with D-LPCN algorithms. The result shows that the ABCND 
algorithm loses only 16% of the critical node with the increase in density five times. The 
number of detected C-N nodes has sharply fallen. The result also shows that the ABCND 
algorithm can effectively detect more than the 10% of correct C-N compared to ABIDE+D-
LPCN and 15% more than CDSCUT + D-LPCN. The reason for this improvement is the 
dependency of the algorithm only on the RSSI values.

5.2  Comparision of ABCND with RPL Protocol in Faulty Networks

We have used the Cooja simulator to evaluate the ABCND algorithm with other IoT-
based algorithms. The Cooja simulator is a part of Contiki 2.7. Contiki is a lightweight, 
open-source operating system designed specifically for LLN-type WSN devices. To gen-
erate a real-time IWSN scenario, we deployed Tmote Sky (MSP430-based board) motes. 
MSP430-based motes use the IEEE 802.15.4-compliant CC2420 radio chip over the MAC 
layer. We have used the mobility-based RPL [19] protocol for packet-based routing. To 
know the effectiveness of our algorithm in 3D, we randomly (uniform random distribution) 
and independently placed nodes on a three-dimensional simulation area. The 250 randomly 
deployed node with 1 sink node in an area of 1000x1000 units2 . The number of unreliable 
nodes (with faulty RSSI values) increased from 0 to 30. These unreliable nodes continu-
ously randomly vary their RSSI value from 10 to 20% from the original RSSI. The unreli-
able nodes were not increased by more than 30. They created many control messages that 
are difficult to simulate in the cooja. The mean of 20 experiment results was taken with 
different seeds to get statistically valid results. The range of � is adjusted and compared 
for three different ranges a) � =.7, b) � =.5 and c) � = 0. The simulation is performed for 
1500 sec. The manipulation of RSSI starts after the 4th minute of stimulation so that the 
RPL protocol can create a DAG. The performance evaluation was based on the following 

Fig. 7  Percentage of correctly detected critical nodes w.r.t the increase in number of nodes in networks
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metrics a) Percentage of correctly detected Boundary nodes and b) Power Consumption 
(mW): and average power consumption at the network nodes.

5.2.1  Percentage of Correctly Detected C‑N

The result in Fig. 8 shows the correctly detected C-N with respect to the increase in unreli-
able and faulty nodes in the networks. We compare our algorithm at � =.7, � =.5 and � = 0 
while keeping unreliable nodes fixed at 10. The result in Fig. 8 shows that the detected C-N 
at � =.5 is 18% more than the � = 0 and � =.7. Result also shows that increasing the cor-
relation value does not guarantee the exact C-N will be detected.

5.2.2  Energy Consumption

The energy consumption of ISWN is obtained by concatenating the time cycle consumed 
by CPU, LPM, TX, and RX. However, the energy consumption of processors (CPU) domi-
nates others. We have considered the power consumed by only CPU in this analysis. The 
result in Fig. 9 shows that our proposed algorithm slightly increases the energy consump-
tion in the node when executed with the help of RPL [19]. Our proposed algorithm requires 
12% to 15% of extra energy to detect reliable 3D C-N when used with RPL.

6  Conclusion and Future Work

This paper investigates the problem of C-N detection in the IWSN and proposes a reliable 
and distributed algorithm ABCND to detect the C-N. The salient feature of the proposed 
algorithm works on a geometric approach that is distributed in nature and uses the RSSI 
value and angular information for distance and angle computation. The algorithm’s angu-
lar feature helps calibrate the RSSI value, which ultimately helps achieve accuracy and 
precision. The computation cost of the proposed algorithm is O(NbrN(ℵ) logNbrN(ℵ)) 
and communication cost as message complexity is O(1) where NbrN(ℵ) is the neighbor of 

Fig. 8  Percentage of correctly detected C-N w.r.t total number of nodes
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node ℵ . Our simulation results show that the proposed ABCND algorithm can effectively 
outperform the other know algorithms of WSN, like ABIDE and CDSCUT  with D-LPCN 
algorithms. To validate our algorithm, we performed various simulations and compared 
them with state-of-the-art and prominent IoT protocol (RPL). In future work, we plan to 
evaluate the ABCND algorithm for the large-scale IWSN and on real hardware. Moreover, 
we noticed that the algorithm has some false positivity when implemented in 3D topology, 
which we plan to address in the future.
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